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The room was filled with yearbooks — the teal and hot pink cover of ’88, the tattered black binding and yellowed pages of ’44. The book creators wandered in between tables, using their own handiwork to recall long ago college years.

Among the editors gathered at the Aurora homecoming reunion in October 2013 was a woman named Esther Jetter, editor in chief of the 1940 yearbook, 94 years old. We discovered we had much in common: a love of writing, a passion for living deeply, the unique shared experience of late nights in the office.

Though the tools have changed from scissors and glue to InDesign and DSLRs, creating a yearbook is still the same process. We’ve worked hard this year to collect and package memories, so you’ll be able to remember all the best details from this year.

In the process, there have been the inevitable all-nighters alone in Ludwig, the excessive amounts of earl grey tea and burned coffee, the cold-water splash to the face to stay awake. But there’s also been joy.

The walls of my office have become plastered with pages and poems and photo strips and cards and art show invitations. People who I didn’t know existed last April have become my closest friends. We’ve gone on trips to Chicago to take pictures and slept in stranger’s apartments. We’ve had pillow fights and weekly meetings. Somewhere in the process of making a yearbook, we went from strangers to family.

As I looked out over the sea of editors at homecoming, I didn’t see strangers. I saw a legacy. I know them through the pages of the books they created — seeing young, laughing faces in ONU sweatshirts hiding behind the wrinkled faces and grey hair and support shoes.

That’s the magic of a yearbook. What now seems fresh will become history, and the yearbook will become a time machine, for us to hold in our hands and show our grandkids, page by page, who we were and therefore who we are.

“The pizza sauce is like napalm.”
-Chris Bottari

“Dr. Bowling’s patronus would be Dr. Bowling.” - Jordan Horn

“Stop! You’re going to summon a demon!”
-David Modica
Photographer Aaron Hemgesburg, designer Missy Schaver and writer Alex VanDehey made up one of several mini-teams that created each page.

"It can't be that much work; it's a picture book."

After cycling through staff like a deck of cards and consuming more coffee in a single night than most Guatemalans grow in a year I have learned to eat my words. I have edited novel-length submissions into single-sentence captions, learned that there is more to photography than selecting a shutter speed, and in the process became distinctly aware that operating Microsoft Word does not make me computer savvy. The hurricane has come and gone, and it was awesome.

From the staff of the Aurora to the reader,
Thank you for the opportunity to make memories that last.
By David Modica
Nothing is Greater or Less than Us
The 101st Olivet Nazarene University Aurora was created by a student staff and printed by Walsworth Publishing Company of Marceling, MO. Valerie Tanke was the sales representative and Michelle Brosemer was the service representative. The press run was 2000. The staff completed pages on Apple computers using Adobe InDesign and Photoshop CS5.5. A team of six writers wrote the copy. A team of six photographers took the pictures, with additional photographs submitted by non-staff students and well as the Office of Marketing and Communications of Olivet Nazarene University. A team of six designers designed the pages. The cover and endsheets are printed in four-color. The cover was designed by Chris Bottari and Mary Gibson of Walsworth Yearbooks. Chris Bottari designed the divider and feature pages. David Modica and Katharyn Schrader wrote the feature stories, and David wrote the copy on the divider pages. Rebekah Hernandez took the photographs on the divider and feature pages. Paperstock throughout the entire book is 100# legend gloss. Headline, folio, and divider copy is AWPCHighEmotions. Body and caption copy is AWPCCentury. Portraits were taken by Jim McAdams of MJM Photography, 110 North 800 East, Greentown, IN 46936.

Inquiries regarding the book should be directed to the Aurora, Olivet Nazarene University, One University Avenue, Box 6025, Bourbonnais, IL 60941, or (815) 939-5337.